
IMX/IMR Challenge 

IM Xtreme is a program that allows USA Swimming members to track their times against swimmers all 
across the nation! Just by swimming a specific program of events, you can see where you rank against 
your teammates, your region and yes, even across the USA! 

NOT QUITE IMX READY? TRY THE IM READY CHALLENGE! 

IM Ready is the little brother of IM Xtreme, tailored toward younger swimmers. Does 200 yards seem a 
little much? Then start getting "IM Ready" by swimming shorter distances, and keeping track of your 
improvements. 

Important Note About IMR and IMX Scores 

An IMR or IMX score is only established after a swimmer has swum all of the events required for their 
age group in a sanctioned meet since the start of the current season.  Once you've swum each event at 
least once at an official meet, you can log-in to your Deck Pass Account, and find out where you rank 
against all the other swimmers.  You do not need to complete the IM Ready program to participate in 
the IM Xtreme.  USA Swimming automatically scores and calculates results for all athlete members. 
Swimmers only need to sign up for a Deck Pass Account, and then compete in each required event, at a 
sanctioned meet, at least once in a season.  

IM XTREME (IMX) Events 

10 & Under: 200 Free, 100 Back, 100 Breast, 100 Fly, 200 IM 
 
11-12 year olds: 500 Free, 100 Back, 100 Breast, 100 Fly, 200 IM 
 
13-18 year olds: 500 Free, 200 Back, 200 Breast, 200 Fly, 200 IM, 400 IM 

IM Ready (IMR) Events 

10 & Under: 100 Free, 50 Back, 50 Breast, 50 Fly, 100 IM 
 
11-12 year olds: 200 Free, 50 Back, 50 Breast, 50 Fly, 100 IM 
 
13-18 year olds: 200 Free, 100 Back, 100 Breast, 100 Fly, 200 IM 

PWAC/NAAC DECEMBER DUAL MEET 2017 

1. With the exception of the 500 free and the 400 IM, all IMX and IMR events are available to 
swimmers of all age groups in this meet. 

2. Swimmers are encouraged, but NOT required to take the IMX or IMR challenge. 
3. 25 yard events are available for 8&Under swimmers who do not want to do IMX/IMR. 
4. IMX and IMR scores are only earned once a time is achieved in every event during the 

competition year.  Check the SWIMS database to see what events you are missing. 
5. Swimmers may enter a maximum of five events. 

https://www.usaswimming.org/Home/times/individual-times-search

